Lessons From An Innovative Multi-sectoral Participatory Planning And Paying Approach For Local Action Plans That Address Gender-based Violence In Jayapura, Papua (Indonesia)

- Prevention strategies and actions
- Improved referral services (with community based mechanism)
- Multi – sectors coordination and management modalities (including co-funding mechanism)
- Modalities to ensure continued participation of women and girls

Participatory planning:

- GBV Action Plan
- Development Plan

 involveme[local] stakeholders (survivors, government officials, service providers, civil society and religious/tribal leaders) through participatory approaches to design the LAPs

- HIGH PREVALENCE OF GBV
- UNEQUAL GENDER RELATIONSHIPS (PATRIARCHY)
- LIMITED UNDERSTANDING ON WOMEN’S RIGHTS
- WOMEN’S NEEDS AND PREFERENCES
- NO LOCALISED TRANSLATION OF NATIONAL ACTION PLAN
- WOMEN HAVE LIMITED ACCESS GBV SERVICES
- WOMEN HAVE LIMITED ACCESS TO PUBLIC DISCUSSION